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ABSTRACT
In the frame of the XMM Mirror Module (MM) optical tests at Centre Spatial de Liège (CSL), a large
number of images have been recorded. Most of the images are taken at the He I line (58.4 nm), and some at
He II line (30.4 nm). At this long wavelength range compared to the X-Ray, the image quality is merely
affected by low frequency figuring errors of the Mirror Shell (MS). The telescope response is available for
the 4 Flight Model (FM) MMs without considering any other optical subsystem i.e. the Reflecting Grating
Assembly (RGA) and the X-Ray Baffle (XRB). In order to take into account the presence of straylight,
images are taken at off axis angle up to several degrees. The efficiency of the XRB was demonstrated
qualitatively and quantitatively. The optical performances of two out of three MMs fully assembled that
will be integrated on the XMM satellite are presented. This means :
• the MM FM2 with its XRB, that will provide images directly on an European Photon Imaging Camera
(EPIC)
• the MM FM3 with its XRB and FM2 RGA and exit baffle (EXB) that provides images on an EPIC and
on a RGA Focal plane Camera (RFC).
The paper also summarises the way these images were taken and the information that are available from
this data. To conclude a simulation of a XMM image using this experimental data is performed.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the frame of XMM Mirror Module a large number of tests have been performed to characterise and
space qualify each MM. All the MMs have been submitted to at least 5 test sequences. There is a first
reference test to characterise the MM after the manufacturing process1, and a second one to space qualifiy
the MM which consists in the verification of the optical performance integrity after vibration and thermal
cycling tests. A third test sequence is devoted to acquire reference performance before the XRB (X-Ray
Baffle) integration. The alignment and the efficiency of the XRB is then checked during the fourth
sequence2. The last test sequence is devoted to complementary tests, which can include the RGA
(Reflection Grating Assembly) integration3.
During all these tests a large quantity of information has been recorded, and up to now not all of them have
been fully analysed. The purpose of this paper, is neither to present the XMM MM already considered in
ref 4, 5 and 6, nor to describe the Focal X facility7,8,9 in which the tests have been performed. The paper
will mainly focus on the information acquired during all these test campaigns. It will shortly introduce the
various optical channels used, and the data reduction performed. Using the on and off-axis images as well
as the straylight distribution in the near Field Of View (FOV) an image is processed to give an example of
an image obtained through XMM optics.

2. EUV ON AXIS IMAGES
EUV focal images are recorded with an EUV collimator. The advantage10 of this concept is to fully
illuminate the MM, with a perfectly parallel beam. The use of EUV wavelength is necessary to minimise
the diffraction contribution. Using shorter wavelengths was not possible with X-Ray optics state-of-the-art
and the required schedule. EUV data provides the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the MMs on-axis for low
and mid frequency figuring error of the MSs. The main disadvantage is to characterise the system outside
its working energy range. This means that the measurements are not fully representative of the scattering
effect, however this information is available from X-Ray pencil beam measurements and tests at the Max
Planck Institute Panter facility. Tilt motors located under the test adaptator supporting the MM allow to
measure the PSF in the complete Field Of View (FOV) ( +/- 15 arcmin) of the MMs.
In this paragraph only the on-axis PSF images after the integration of the XRB are presented. Previous
papers1,2 have demonstrated that the environmental tests and the XRB integration do not degrade the onaxis image quality. The pictures in figure 1 (b and c) are the actual PSF for the MMs FM1 and FM2 where
no RGA is mounted. For MMs FM3 and FM4 a RGA is mounted approximately 500 mm away from the
MM exit plane. Presently only the final PSF for the MM FM3 with the RGA FM2 is available. The MM
FM4 with RGA FM1 combination is currently under testing. The introduction of the RGA degrades slightly
the EPIC best focus image. One explanation is a diffraction contribution of the nested design of the RGA.
A best focus image of the MM QM is also presented. By comparison to the FM images, there is
undoubtedly a clear improvement : the main reason is the better integration (focusing and centring) of the
mirror shells on the spider11.
The figures hereafter present the best focus PSF in logarithmic scale of all the manufactured MMs. The
table 1 provides a quantification of the figures 1 by giving the results of the computation of the Half Energy
Width (HEW), 90 Energy Width (90EW) and the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM).
Figure 1.a : MM QM PSF
The MM QM consists in a MM with 21 optical
MSs (9 large and 12 small size) and 37 optically
not representative MSs. 3 D views of the PSF show
that the central core consists not in a unique peak,
but in two separated peaks. One comes from the
small size MSs group the other one from the large
size MSs group. The distorted PSF comes mainly
from the distortions of the large MSs at their edge
due to deformation of the spider.

Figure 1.b : MM FM1 PSF
This first MM FM with 58 MSs shows the
improvement of the mirror manufacturing and
of integration processes. The central core
consists in a single peak. The HEW of this
image is 25 % better than the one achieved with
the MM QM. Extra focal images show also nice
circular shape without outgoing “loops” as it
was the case with the MM QM.

Figure 1.c : MM FM2 PSF
The MM FM2, which will be integrated on the
payload in front of EPIC p-n detector, has the same
resolution (HEW) as MM FM1. The major reason
of the triangular shape is due to interface flatness
unevenness (few µm) between the spider
supporting the mirrors and the interface structure.

Figure 1.d : MM FM3 PSF
The MM FM3 is the one presenting the best
PSF in terms of geometry and EEF in the EUV.
The PSF is slightly pentagonal but present nice
circular symmetry. Extra focal images show
that there is almost no deformation on the large
MSs due to integration. This MM will be
integrated on the spacecraft with the RGA
FM2.

Figure 1.e : MM FM4 PSF
The MM FM4 on axis PSF, is as good as the one of
the MM FM3. This MM will be integrated with
RGA FM1. As for MM FM2 the triangularisation
of the PSF shape is mainly due to the Mirror
Interface support integration on the spider.

Figure 1.f : MM FM3 + RGA2 PSF
FM3 MM on axis PSF with RGA FM2
integrated. This corresponds to the EUV on
axis final image for this flight configuration.
During this test the exit baffle was also
integrated.

Table 1 : HEW, 90EW and FWHM computed at best focus for QM and for FM MMs
Mirror Module
[arcsec]
HEW
90EW
FWHM

QM

FM1

FM2

FM3

19
79
11

15.5
62.6
6.7

15.4
62.5
6.3

14.2
61.8
4. 5

FM3 +
RGA
15.4
63
5.5

FM4
14
60.7
4.9

3. EUV FOV IMAGES
The PSF in the complete FOV has been measured following two orthogonal axes with an angular step
measurement of 3.5 arcmin for the MM FM2 with XRB. This is the final optical flight configuration. Some
results of these two angular scans are given in figure 2. For the MM FM3 + XRB + RGA flight
configuration, the PSF in the FOV has been measured following two orthogonal axes with and angular step
of 3 arcmin. The same measurements are realised on the MM FM4. The final data is not yet available. The
reduction of these images in terms of HEW (figure 3), shows a HEW invariance over a FOV of +/- 6
arcmin. Field curvature measurements have also been performed on FM1 MM. The results fit with the
modelled one. These tests have not been performed on FM2 and FM3 MM for planing reasons.
Figure 2 : Examples of images in the FOV at 58.4 nm of MM FM2 with XRB
-21 arcmin around Y xmm

+21 arcmin around Y xmm

-10.5 arcmin around Z xmm

+17.5 arcmin around Z xmm

Figure 3 : HEW versus the FOV at 58.4 nm of MM FM3 with XRB and RGA2 following two
orthogonal axis
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4. EUV STRAYLIGHT IMAGES
The facility has been designed to allow measurements of straylight in the FOV of the EPIC and RFC
detectors. This is performed by tilting the optical bench (with the telescope) with respect to the EUV
collimator. In this configuration the EUV CCD detector moves with the MM as a compete telescope. By
translating the EUV CCD over 9 adjacent positions, it is possible to cover the full EPIC area. The
accessible angular range is –2 to + 7 arcdegrees. The measurements have been particularly focused on the
angular range between 30 and 90 arcmin, where the higher straylight level are observed (figure 4). It is also
for this angular range that the XRB has been designed. Measuring straylight level before and after the XRB
integration allows to evaluate the XRB efficiency as presented in figure 6. In the figures 4 the efficiency of
the XRB is clearly demonstrated qualitatively for the FM4 MM. The straylight collecting area is a few
square centimetres over the complete EPIC detector. This is to be compared to the 1550 cm_ of a point
source. In conclusion, the images of figure 4 will be negligible with respect to a point source. The straylight
could slightly degrade the image only if a wide and intense straylight source is present in the near FOV.
The introduction of the RGA modifies these straylight patterns. This one blocks the straylight, in such a
way that the single hyperbola reflections are dotted as it is shown on the images of figures 5.b and d.
Before and after XRB integration, the vignetting function of the MM is measured. This gives an evaluation
of the attenuation of the image in the FOV due mainly to the MS and the XRB vignetting. This doesn’t take
into account the loss by reflectivity. Indeed the reflectivity at 58.4 nm doesn’t vary a lot (less than 1%) for
incident angles between 0 and 1 arcdegrees. To take into account the effect of reflectivity, X-Ray
measurements have been performed with a pencil beam at various energy lines.

Figure 4 : Straylight reduction by the XRB for the MM FM4 at 30, 40, 50 and 60 arcmin
The left images are the straylight images without XRB. The observed rings come from single reflection on
the hyperboloids of the mirrors. Once the XRB is integrated the number of single reflection decreases. In
terms of integrated effective area over the EPIC FOV this corresponds to a reduction by a factor 5 to 10.
During these tests “unexpected” rings crossing the detector from 25 to 35 arcmin FOV have been observed.
This is due to back reflection on some small MSs. These non simulated straylight rings are observable due
to the high sensitivity of the measurements ( less than 1 cm_ in terms of EUV effective area).
FM4 – XRB : 30 arcmin FOV
FM4 + XRB : 30 arcmin FOV

FM4 – XRB : 40 arcmin FOV

FM4 + XRB : 40 arcmin FOV

FM4 – XRB : 50 arcmin FOV

FM4 + XRB : 50 arcmin FOV

FM4 – XRB : 60 arcmin FOV

FM4 + XRB : 60 arcmin FOV

Figure 5 : Straylight behaviour on the MM FM3 with RGA
The first left image presents the straylight pattern after the XRB integration. This pattern is the same for
any rotation around the XMM optical axis. Once the RGA is integrated, the axis-symmetry is lost. The 3
next pictures give the situation after the RGA integration. Two images are taken in the direction of the
RGA dispersion and only one in the cross dispersion direction because of symmetry. The 4 images are
acquired with off-axis field angle of 50 arcmin.
Figure 5.a : Straylight on FM3 after XRB
integration and before RGA integration
The single hyperbola reflections are attenuated by
the presence of the XRB.

Figure 5.b : Straylight on FM3 with XRB and
RGA2 integrated
The RGA integration reduces the straylight by
simple vignetting. This reduction is about 50 %. The
observed shadowing is due to the supporting
structure (rail) of the RGA gratings.

Figure 5.c : Straylight on FM3 with RGA2
For stars in the opposite direction the straylight
behaviour is different due to the asymmetry
introduced by the RGA.

Figure 5.d : Straylight FM3 with RGA2
For rotations around the dispersion axis, the
straylight figure is sign independent. Vignetting of
the grating is also observed. The reduction of
straylight is lower than in the other direction.

Figure 6 : EUV effective area in EPIC FOV for straylight angle up to 80 arcmin on MM FM3
The graph on the
left
is
a
quantitative
reduction of the
figures 4. This is
performed by
adding the signal
of each CCD
after reduction of
the threshold.
This result is then
related to the
incoming beam
intensity and the
CCD detector
area in such a
way that the EUV
effective area is
computed.

5. X-RAY MEASUREMENTS
X-Ray measurements are performed using a pencil beam. It consists in two pinholes with a diameter of
0.3 mm separated by about 7.5 m. This configuration provides a 0.5 mm diameter X-Ray pencil beam at the
MS entrance plane. Therefore only local measurements are performed. The main functions are to measure
the position of each MS relatively to each other, the reflectivity of the MSs and the wing scattering of the
MSs. This information are useful to :
 Verify the MS positioning in between each environmental tests
 Verify the correct alignment of the XRB
 Evaluate the MM effective area
 Evaluate the wing scattering behaviour of a MS.
An example of the achieved data is presented in the figure 7. It is observed that the evaluated effective area
fits fairly well the predicted values.
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Figure 7:
These
effective
area
measurements are achieved
by measuring the reflectivities
on each MS. These
reflectivities are measured
along one MM azimuth. Each
MS reflectivity is corrected
by scattering lost (outside the
detector FOV) and then
scaled by the corresponding
geometrical area of the MS.
Then all these values are
summed, to calculate the
effective area. This simple
method gives good results
with respect to the predicted
values and with the tests at
Panter. The repeatability is
1%.

6. SIMULATION OF IMAGE THROUGH XMM OPTICS
The simulation is performed using this previous data. The straylight background is achieved by using
straylight images. To simulate a wide field straylight, several straylight images taken in the 20 to 70 arcmin
range are added together. The actual X-Ray radiation straylight will be more blurred due to scattering and
diffuse sources and weaker due to lower reflectivity. For this example the straylight is enhanced for
demonstration only.
The star field is created by using the on and off-axis images. This is a simple approach, since the image
shape is energy dependent. At higher energy the contribution of the large MSs is attenuated due to lower
reflectivity. However this simulated image is representative for energies up to 2 keV where the scattering
impact is low, and the reflectivity fall off is not reached on the MSs.
Figure 8 : Simulated image through XMM optics

7. CONCLUSIONS
The tests performed at CSL have shown the high complexity of XMM images. Moreover due to the highly
complex design of the MMs, it is very difficult to simulate XMM images in detail. These EUV on-axis and
off-axis images will be used to validate the XMM numerical model12 . This model will then be used to
generate in orbit calibration data file. Tests at CSL have also shown that the MM is fully qualified and that
the XRB achieves the expected straylight reduction. The X ray tests have confirmed the predicted effective
area within a few percents and allows to validate the numerical model13 in the X-Ray range. These first
images of the XMM MM flight configuration give a preliminary idea of the images that will be seen
through the XMM telescopes.
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